
From rail siding to online account access, we create a 
plan that integrates seamlessly into your operation. 

We work to understand your specific requirements and processes, 
and create a plan that integrates seamlessly into your operation.  
We manage the inventories of multiple clients expertly, including:

  Receiving, handling and short-term storage

  Storing bulk or racked inventory

  Sorting, picking and packing

  Inventory control

  Rail siding – boxcar capable

  Edmonton – CP Rail

  Prince George – CN Rail

With service locations in Edmonton, Calgary and Prince George,  
Landtran Logistics is poised to handle your warehousing and  
distribution requirements.

Warehousing, Cross-Docking & Distribution

RAIL SIDING

At our rail sided facilities in Edmonton and Prince George, we have the ability 
to both receive and ship product by boxcar.

  Once your shipment arrives at our facility by boxcar, Landtran Logistics  
  can warehouse your products, and ship to your customers across  
  Western Canada.

  From our warehouse we either crossdock shipments directly to boxcars, or 
  stage your product for shipping later, on your schedule.

  Our paper and pulp clamps allow us to safely and efficiently handle your 
  forestry products.
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INTERMODAL SHIPMENTS
If you are shipping by intermodal, Landtran Logistics can provide the following 
services:

    Drayage to and from CP and CN Rail intermodal yards

   Cross-docking

  Warehousing

  Inbound or outbound transportation of your products

  Transportation management for large or complex shipments (de-stuffing  

  and shipping to multiple locations)

ONLINE ACCOUNT ACCESS
Landtran Logistics employs the Veltion Warehouse Management System 
(WMS) at our warehouse locations. This automated system improves  
accuracy and efficiency when handling our clients’ goods and managing  
their inventories. Our clients can login through our website, and gain immediate 
access to their inventory.

OUR EQUIPMENT: WAREHOUSE

 WAREHOUSE EQUIPMENT: Racking | Standard pallet racking

 Handling equipment | Forklifts – 5,000 lb., 6,000 lb. and 8,000 lb. capacities 

 Clamps – pulp, paper and product clamps | Carpet poles, fork extensions and 

 reach equipment | Manual and electric pallet jacks

Automated management systems in our warehouses 
improves accuracy and e!ciency when handling our 
clients’ goods and managing their inventories.


